Introduction
Quantum Cascade Lasers (QCLs) [1] are unipolar intersubband devices emitting in the middle and far infrared range of energy. In these devices, the population inversion condition can be achieved thanks to the resonant emission of optical phonons. As was demonstrated with QCLs [2] , a magnetic field offers a unique tool to study the electron scattering mechanisms in quantum cascade structures. We have designed two-level quantum cascade structures in order to study scattering mechanisms in a model system. The aim of this project is to compare these mechanisms and their relative importance in active regions elaborated in different material systems.
Experimental
We have measured, at a fixed voltage, the evolution of the current injected and of the luminescence intensity as a function of the magnetic field for a two-level electroluminescent quantum cascade structure mesa elaborated in InAs/AlSb and emitting at 10 µm. Measurements have been performed in pulsed mode operation (pulses of 40 μs at 2.5 KHz) from 0 to 32.7 T at a temperature of 7 K. Luminescence signals were measured with a Block Impurity Band (BIB) detector.
Results and Discussion
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , we observe an oscillatory behaviour of both the injected current and of the luminescence intensity with increasing magnetic fields. These oscillations are in antiphase and are periodic in 1/B, revealing directly the modulation of the excited state lifetime. They are induced by the elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons out of the excited state of the radiative transition and allow a precise determination of the scattering rates associated with optical phonons scattering and with interface roughness scattering [3] .
For magnetic fields higher then 20 T, the luminescence intensity is too low to be properly detected. This experiment shows that two-level structures provide a well adapted system to study electron scattering mechanisms in quantum cascade structures. 
Conclusions
We have measured, for the first time, the magnetic field evolution of the quantum efficiency of an electroluminescent quantum cascade structure. This measure allows a precise determination of the strength of the different electron scattering mechanisms. These results have been published in [Physical Review B, 74, 113303 (2006)].
